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Nagisa risks it all in an attempt to take down the mastermind behind the biological attack on his
classmates. After the dust settles, Koro Sensei gives his all to ignite summer romance between
his students. Turns out their English teacher Ms. Jelavitch has her sights on someone…and
everyone wants to help her get her target—er, the man of her dreams. Then, back at school, one
of the students defects from the 3-E ranks for all the wrong reasons. How will they win him back
before he inflicts irrevocable damage on them all…?!
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Kimberly Rice, “Translation was good, but could have been better.. Anyone who's been paying
attention to the customer reviews of this series knows that I focus mainly on the translation side.
If you want details on the story side (which is consistently fantastic throughout the series), you're
best off reading someone else's review.The translation of this volume is passable. In the first few
chapters, there are several moments where the translator wasn't paying attention - either he
misinterpreted who was speaking, or who was being spoken to, or he flat-out mistranslated
things ("You looked at me like I was pathetic," for example, should be, "You looked at me like you
felt sorry for me"). In fact, he even changed a meta joke, repairing the fourth wall. This
disappears in later chapters of this volume, but it would still be wise to get a decent proofreader.I
also noticed that he's being inconsistent with several things. I've mentioned this in previous
reviews, but he just cannot decide on the size of the bounty. In chapter one, it was "ten billion,
cold cash" (correct in yen). On the back of every volume, it's "a hundred million dollars" (correct).
But ever since volume six, it's been ten million dollars. Why is that? This kind of carelessness is
shameful. Pay more attention! In addition to the bounty, the master assassin who was once
called the "Grim Reaper" in volume seven is now simply "Death." Why is that? Please don't
change things up like this. It's unprofessional and obvious.But I will give him credit for Bitch-
sensei's "what it means to kill" line. That comes back in volume sixteen, and the translation here
works well for that moment as well. The majority of the volume is translated well (unlike the
recent bangaihen chapter that ran in Weekly Jump), which is why I didn't dock any stars from the
rating. But I swear, the translation could have been pretty much perfect if it had only been
proofread, preferably by someone with access to the Japanese version.”

karen Novakowski, “Total satisfaction with item.. Books are packaged with care. Never
damaged. My grandson loves this series and is so excited when they are delivered. Will buy
the entire series from them.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Exactly as described.. It was definitely new.”

Robert, “Goofy goodness. Now a summer memory, and a fantastic addition to the story.”

austenut, “Five Stars. One of my favorites.”

Juan T, “Five Stars. arrived in perfect condition, authentic item”

Mr.&Mrs.T., “Five Stars. Good stuff.”

Mr Milner, “Five Stars. My son thinks these are a great read”



wendy, “Great. Brilliant”

Sean Rice, “Great!. Came on time and in great condition!”

Ebook Library Reader, “Amount of story content is great. The book was pretty sturdy i guess but
i was just looking for something to fill up my cart with. As usual the story's pretty great and is
quite filled with content though if you were seriously reading through the series and not just filling
up your cart for free shipping I'd suggest buying some sort of box set. Overall very please also
great stocking stuffer / little addition to a gift”

The book by Yusei Matsui has a rating of  5 out of 4.9. 345 people have provided feedback.
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